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Why is this demonstration important?
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How does Henry’s sounding telegraph work?

Pole-reversal
• Demo of telegraph and weakening effect of a long line

• Multiple batteries in series compensate for long line

• Earth as return conductor – allows for single wire telegraph
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How Ohm’s Law helps us to understand Henry’s experiment?
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**Ohm’s Law**

\[ I = \frac{V}{R} \]

The greater the voltage, the greater the current

**Resistance**

\[ R = \frac{\rho L}{A} \]

The longer the path, the greater the resistance
How Ohm’s Law helps us to understand Henry’s experiment?

• Demo of telegraph and weakening effect of a long line
• Multiple batteries in series compensate for long line
• Earth as return conductor – allows for single wire telegraph

Parallel – more available current
Series – greater voltage

1 volt and up to 1 amp
The electro-magnetic telegraph was invented by me in Albany in 1830.

I think that the first actual line of telegraph using the earth as a conductor was made in the beginning of 1836. A wire was extended across the front campus of the College grounds from the upper story of the Library building to the Philosophical Hall on the opposite side, the ends terminating in two wells. Through this wire signals were sent from time to time from my house to my laboratory.
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Key Ideas

Scientific
Electromagnetic Binary Code

Social
Public Investment
Private Industry

Symbolic
Artist as Innovator